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Abstract 
Let A be a finite simplicial complex, and K [A] its StanleyyReisner ring. We show that if d is 
Eulerian, then every depth of K [A] is possible, and we find all possible depths of K [A] for 
Buchsbaum Eulerian d, dealing with the orientable and nonorientable cases separately. In 
addition. we find all possible betti sequences of Buchsbaum-Eulerian. Eulerian, and semi- 
Eulerian complexes. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a simplical complex with finitely many vertices .x1, x2, . , Y For a fixed ,, 
field K, K [.x 1, . ,.x,1 denotes the polynomial ring with indeterminates x,, . . . . s,, 
and the standard grading. Let I(d) be the ideal generated by monomials of the form 
.Y,,.Yi> “. I\ Y- where (.Xi,, ,.Y;, 1 ~snotafaceofA.ThenK[d]=K[\-,, . . .._ u,]il(A) 
is the much-studied Stanley-Rrisnrr ring of A. (See [ 123 for background.) 
The lleprh of K [A] is the maximal length r of a sequence of algebraically independent 
homogeneous elements 0: E K [A] such that each 0; is a nonzero-divisor in K [A]/ 
(0, , , (Ii- 1 ). It is clear that 1 I r 5 d, where d = 1 + dim A. If r = d, then K [A] is 
a Cohen-Mucaulay ring (see [ 123 for background). K [A] is a Buchshaum ring if K [A],, 
is Cohen-Macaulay for all prime ideals p # K [A] + (see [6, lo] for background). 
Accordingly we say that d is a Cohen-Mucoulay complex if K [A] is Cohen-Macau- 
lay, and a Buchshaum complex if K [A] is Buchsbaum. It is well known that Co- 
hen-Macaulay and Buchsbaum complexes can be characterized topologically as 
follows [7, 9, lo]. Let p(A) = (flo,fil, . . . ,/jd_ I), where fli = dimKHj(A, K) for each i. 
For any face F E A, let Ikn F denote the link of F, i.e., the subcomplex (G E A: 
G n F = 8, G u F E A 1, where G u F denotes the face whose vertices are those of G and 
F. Then A is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if, for every F E A including F = 8, 
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bO(/kd F) = 1 and Pi(lkd F) = 0 for all 1 I i < dim lkd F. A is Buchsbaum if and only 
if A is pure and lkd u is Cohen-Macaulay for every vertex u E A. For example, if A is 
homeomorphic to a sphere or ball, then A is Cohen-Macaulay, and if A is homeomor- 
phic to any compact manifold, then A is Buchsbaum. 
We will refer to the depth of K [A] simply as depth A. For 1 I i I d, let A”‘denote 
the i-skeleton of A, i.e., {F E A: dim F < i). Then depth A is the maximum 
i (1 I i s d) such that A”’ is Cohen-Macaulay [3, Corollary 2.61. It follows that if 
A is Buchsbaum but not Cohen-Macaulay, then depth A = 1 + min (j: Jj(A) > 0}, 
where&=/&-l andfii=/$ifi> 1. 
A theorem of Hibi [4] shows that if A is Buchsbaum, then the “ring-theoretical betti 
numbers” hi(K [A]) are linearly determined by the Bi( A)‘S and vice versa Thus, /?(A) 
as well as depth A have both topological and algebraic meaning in the Buchsbaum 
case. As shown in [ 11, a Buchsbaum complex can have any b(A), and hence any depth. 
Another class of simplicial complexes which is of interest o combinatorialists [ 13, 
Section 3.14, 143 is defined as follows. Let X(A) denote EtZd ( - l)‘pi(A), the Euler 
churacteristic of A. Then A is called an Eulerian complex if A is pure and 
.Y”(lkd F) = 1 + ( - l)dim’k J for every F E A including F = 8. If A is pure and ikd u is 
Eulerian for every vertex u E A, then A is called a semi-Euleriun complex. For example, 
if A is homeomorphic to a sphere, then A is Eulerian, and if A is homeomorphic to any 
compact manifold (without boundary), then A is semi-Eulerian. Note that odd- 
dimensional semi-Eulerian complexes must have Euler characteristic 0, and hence are 
Eulerian [13, Ex. 3.69~1. It is easy to find examples of Eulerian complexes which are 
not Cohen-Macaulay, or even Buchsbaum. We will call A a Buchshaum-Eulerian 
complex if A is Buchsbaum and Eulerian. 
For the rest of this paper we will assume K has characteristic 0. Thus p(A) is the 
usual hetti sequence of A. 
2. Buchsbaum-Eulerian complexes 
In this section we find all possible depths and betti sequences of Buch- 
sbaum-Eulerian complexes. Since depths are completely determined by betti se- 
quences for Buchsbaum complexes, we begin by characterizing their betti sequences. 
As a result of [7, Lemma 3.33, any Buchsbaum-Eulerian complex is a K-homology 
manifold (or a disjoint union of K-homology manifolds). So let us first consider the 
special case of manifolds. From now on, all manifolds and K-homology manifolds will 
be connected, compact, triangulable, and without boundary. Furthermore for simpli- 
city, all manifolds will be piecewise linear. The following surgery lemma is crucial to 
the results of this section. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A he a (d - 1)-manifold with PI (A) > 0 und ljd_2( A) = 0. Then there 
r.uists u (d- I)-man$ofold A’ with /i’l(A’)=p,(A)- 1, fid_3(A’)=Pd_3(A)+ 1, and 
/ji( A’) = pi( A),for ~11 other i. 
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Proof. Let C be an orientation-preserving loop in A corresponding to a nontrivial 
element of Hi (A). Cut out a neighborhood of C in A homeomorphic to X = S’ x Bde2 
so that a manifold with boundary S’ x Sd- 3 results. Glue a copy of Y = B2 x Sdm 3 
onto this boundary to get A’. Since A is connected and Hd_ 2 (A) = 0, relative 
Mayer-Vietoris sequences how that /?,(A, X) = b,(A) - 1, /3i(A, X) = pi(A) for all 
i > 1, pd_3(d’, Y) = /?dm3(A’) - 1, and fii(A’, Y) = pi(A’) for all other i > 0. By the 
Excision Axiom, Bi(A, X) = Bi(A’, Y) for all i, so we conclude that A’ is a (d - l)-mani- 
fold with the specified betti numbers. 0 
Before moving on, let us define another useful operation on manifolds. If X, Y are 
two connected (d - 1)-manifolds, their connect-sum X # Y is the result of removing an 
open (d - 1)-ball from X and from Y, and then gluing together the remains along their 
boundaries. If Z = X # Y, Mayer-Vietoris arguments show that PO(Z) = 1, and 
Bi(Z) = fli(X) + Bi( Y) for 1 I i < d - 2. If X and Y are orientable (i.e., /Id_, = l), 
then Z is orientable, and /Id _ z(Z) = /Id_ 2 (X) + fid z ( Y ). If X and Y are nonorientah~e 
(i.e., Pd_, = 0), then Z is nonorientable, and fid_2(Z) = /Id_2(X) + b&Z(Y) + 1. If 
just one of X and Y is orientable, then Z is nonorientable, and 
ljd&2tZ) = Pd-2tX) + Pd-2tyi 
Theorem 2.2. Given fl = (/$,,j?, , . . , fld_ I ) E Zd20 with PO = 1, there exists a(d - l)- 
manifold with betti sequence /3 if rhe,followiny hold: 
(1) [f d is even, then Ci( - 1)‘pi = 0; and 
(2) if ljd- , > 0, then Bi = /jd_ 1 _i for ull i und d, und /j@ _ , ,,2 is even if d is odd. 
Proof. Let /I =(/IO, pi, . . . ,fid- 1 ) satisfy all the stated conditions. First assume 
/Id- i > 0. Then by hypothesis, we have pi = /Id- I -i for all i, and if d is odd, then 
i&d- I)/2 is even. If /3j = 0 for all 0 <j I t(d - I), let A = Sd-‘. If i < f(d - 1) and 
~~=OforallO<j~~(d-1)except~i=1,letA=Si~Sd~1~i.If~~d-I,,2=2and 
fij = 0 for all 0 <j < &d - l), let A = Scd-“‘? x S’d-“i2. By the Kunneth formula, 
/I( A) = /? in each case. Thus we can simply take connect-sums of manifolds of the form 
S’ x Sd- ’ -i to get a manifold with betti sequence /I. 
Now assume bd-, = 0. Then clearly d 2 3. If d = 3, let A be the connect-sum of 
fli + 1 copies of the projective plane P2. If d = 4, then fil 2 1, so we can let A be the 
connect-sum of ,!I1 copies S’ x P2. It is easy to verify that /I(A) = p in either case. So 
assume d 2 5. Suppose (1,x1 ,x2, . . . , &-3,0,0) is a betti sequence such that 
1i( - l)‘cCi = 0 if d is even. By induction on d, there exists a (d - 3)-manifold r with 
P(r) = (l,al + ad-3,a2, ... ,Md&&O). Then b(rXP’)=(l,Z, +?d_3, . . . . 9Zd_4,0,0,0), 
sobyLemma2.1,thereexistsa(d-3)-manifoldT’withB(r’)=(l,r,, ...,ct(d_3r0,0). 
It is not hard to find Pd_ 2 + 1 nonnegative sequences ( 1, xi. I, . , zi, d_ 3, 0,O) (each 
with alternating sum = 0 if d is even) such that Ci Zi. i = Bj for each j 2 1. Each of 
these sequences i  the betti sequence of some (d - 1)-manifold, as we have just shown. 
The connect-sum of these manifolds is a manifold with betti sequence fi. 0 
Most of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are also necessary. (See Theorem 2.4.) The 
only condition that is not necessary is that &_ ,,;* be even when the manifold is 
orientable and d is of the form 4rz + 1. For example, when A = CP’“, &_ ,,,Z = 1. If 
d - 1 = 4, 8, or 16, then the complex, quaternionic, and octonionic projective spaces 
CP2, HP’, and OP2 are (d - l)-manifolds with /I0 = fi+ I,:2 = Pd_, = 1 and all other 
betti numbers zero. Taking connect-sums with these shows that any betti sequence 
satisfying /I; = /I’~_, -i for all i is realized by manifolds in these three dimensions. 
However this is not the case in general. For example, any oriented 12-manifold A with 
p4 = /j, = 0 must by the Hirzebruch index theorem [S, p. 861 have index r(d) 
a multiple of 62. But since ljcd__ 1,,2 = r(A)(mod2), it must also have /& even. Rather 
than trying to describe the possible betti sequences of oriented manifolds with /& 1I:2 
odd (which seems to be rather subtle), we will settle for building K-homology 
manifolds which are the analogs of the projective spaces CP’, HP’, and 0P2. 
Lemma 2.3. !f’ d = 4n + 1, then there is LI K-homology munifold A with 
PO = /j2,, = /Id,, = 1 und all other hetti numbers zero. 
Proof. Let TS2” denote the tangent bundle to the sphere S”‘, and let W denote the 
unit disk bundle in 7-S’“. Note that W is homotopy equivalent to S’“, so 
p”(W) = p2,,( W) = 1 and all other betti numbers of W vanish. Since TS’” has 
nonzero Euler class, the long exact sequence of ( W,CW) or equivalently the Gysin 
sequence of the sphere bundle iW + S2” ([ll, Theorem 5.7.1 l]), shows that ?W is 
a K-homology (411 - I)-sphere. Now let c(iW) denote the cone over CW, and let 
A equal W u;~V c(CW). Then a MayerVietoris sequence shows that 
/$,(A) = /j2n(A) = /j,,(A) = I, and all other betti numbers of A are 0. 
Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 lead to the following characterization of betti se- 
quences of K-homology manifolds. 
Theorem2.4. Giuenp=(/&,P,, . ,/jll_,)~Zd,O with PO = 1, there e?tists II connected 
(d - I)-dimensionol K-homology munjfold with hetti sequence fi if and only if the 
fbllowiny hold: 
(1) if‘d is ecrn, then Li( - l)‘pi = 0; and 
(2) $PII 1 > 0, then [ii = Pd l i.f or ull i and d, und Ptn_ 1 1,2 is even $d is qf‘thefivm 
4n + 3 jbr Some II. 
Proof. Let(/r’o,[jl, . . . , /jd_ 1 ) be the betti sequence of a (d - I)-dimensional K-homol- 
ogy manifold A. Since K-homology manifolds are semi-Eulerian, Zi( - l)i/r’i = 0 if d is 
even. If /I’~_ , > 0, then by Poincare duality 18, Theorem 65.1 and Corollary 65.31 we 
have pi = /jd_, ~; for ail i and d, and if d is of the for 4n + 3 for some n, then &_ I)/2 is 
even, by [2, Corollary 26.111. 
Now assume /j = (PO, /I,, . . . , /jd , ) satisfies all the stated conditions. Then by 
Theorem 2.2, there exists a (LI - I)-manifold with betti sequence [j in all cases except 
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when d is of the form 4n + 1 and &_ 1),2 is odd. But in Lemma 2.3, we constructed 
a (4n)-dimensional K-homology manifold A such that /&,(A) = fi2,,(d) = pd.(A) = 1 
and pi(d) = 0 for all other i. So if A = 4n + 1 and /I+, j,z is odd, then the connect-sum 
of A with manifolds of the form S’ x Sd-‘-’ IS a (Ir - l)-dimensional K-homology 
manifold with betti sequence fi. 0 
Since any manifold with the proper Euler characteristic is a Buchsbaum-Eulerian 
complex, Theorem 2.2 also yields a characterization of betti sequences of Buchs- 
baum-Eulerian complexes. 
Theorem 2.5. Let fi=(j?O,fll ,..., Ijd_l)~Z “, where /$, > 0 und xf:d ( - l)ifli = 
( - l)d-’ + 1. Then p is the betti sequence qf u Buchsbaum~Eulerian complex if und 
Cm/y $ either jd _ 1 < fl, Or Bi = fld_ , _ i ,fOr fI7// i. 
Proof. If (PO, . , fl& 1 ) is the betti sequence of a Buchsbaum-Eulerian complex A, 
then d must be a disjoint union of PO K-homology manifolds. Thus by Poincare 
duality, either lj& 1 < flo or /Ii = fld- , _i for all i. So we need only show the converse. 
Suppose fl = (PO, . . . , /& _ , ) satisfies all the stated conditions. Since the alternating 
sum is the right Euler characteristic, it suffices to show that /j is the betti sequence of 
a disjoint union of (d - I)-dimensional K-homology manifolds. If fjd- 1 #/lo, then 
pi = fld _ 1 -i for all i, and we may assume PO = /jd_ , = 1 by taking disjoint unions 
with Sd-‘. But Theorem 2.2 shows that there exists a (d - 1)-manifold with betti 
sequence /I. 
If/j& 1 < PO then first consider the case when d is odd. Since d is odd, real projective 
(d - 1)-space Pdm ’ has betti sequence (l,O, 0, . . ,O), so by taking disjoint unions with 
Sd- ’ and Pd- ‘, we may assume fld_, = 0 and PO = 1. Then by Theorem 2.2, there 
exists a (d - I)-manifold with betti sequence 8. 
If Pd_, < /&, and d is even, we may assume fld_ 1 = 0 by taking disjoint unions with 
Sd- ‘. Since Zi( - l)‘Bi = 0, we can write (/&, . . . , [jd _ z, 0) as the sum of nonnegative 
Lt-tuplesoftheform (l,sr,, . . . ,Xd_Z,O)wherel +C”ZF( - l)‘ai =O.Buteachofthese 
is the betti sequence of some (Ir - 1)-manifold by Theorem 2.2, so the disjoint union of 
these manifolds has betti sequence /I. 0 
We conclude with a characterization of the depths of Buchsbaum-Eulerian com- 
plexes. Since connected Buchsbaum-Eulerian complexes are K-homology manifolds, 
we can distinguish between the orientable and nonorientable cases. 
Corollary 2.6. For any d 2 1, there exists u (d - I)-dimensional Buchsbaum-Eulerian 
complex A qf depth r tf and only if 1 I r I d and ([f d 2 3) r # d - 1. There exists 
a connecred, orientable such A jf and only if 2 _< r I id or Y = d, and a connected, 
nonorientuble such A if and only if 2 I r I d - 2. 
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Proof. Let A be a Buchsbaum-Eulerian complex with depth r and betti sequence b = 
(BO,B,? .‘. ,/?d_l).Thenr=difandonlyif/?=(l,O,O, . . ..O.l),andr<difandonlyif 
Y = 1 + min{j: ~j > 0). Based on these observations and the fact that Ci( - l)‘/Ii = 
( - l)d-l + 1, the corollary follows without difficulty from Theorem 2.5. q 
3. Eulerian and semi-Eulerian complexes 
Now we characterize all depths and betti sequences of Eulerian and semi-Eulerian 
complexes. For Eulerian complexes, depths are not determined by betti sequences as 
in the Buchsbaum case, but we have the following useful lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be an Eulerian complex and S( A) = A *So, the suspension of A. Then 
S(A) is Eulerian as well, and depth S(A) = 1 + depth A. 
Proof. Let A be an Eulerian complex with /3(A) = (Bo,bl, . . , /I,,- 1). Then 
by [8, Theorem 25.41, /?(S(A)) = (l,/Io - 1, /Ii, fi2, . . . ,&, ). Thus .S(S(A)) = 2 - 
.f(A)=( - l)d+ 1, since X(A) = ( - l)d-l + 1. Similarly, for any FE A, 
.f’(S(lkd F)) = ( - 1)” + 1, where s = dim S(lkd F). Since the link of any face of S(A) is 
either lkd F or S(lkd F) for some F E A, we conclude that S(A) is Eulerian. 
Now let ei,&, . . . ,0, be a maximal regular sequence in K[A]. Let 
U,+ 1 = x + y E K [S(A)], where .x and y correspond to the suspension points. Clearly 
01, ... ,&+1 is then a maximal regular sequence in K [S(A)]. Thus depth 
S(A)= 1 fdepth A. 0 
Theorem 3.2. For every 1 I r I d, there exists a (d - 1)-dimensional Eulerian (hence 
semi-Eulerian) complex with depth r. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and the existence of Eulerian 
complexes of depth 1 in every dimension (Corollary 2.6). 0 
Theorem3.3. Letp=(Po,bl, . . . . j$_l)~Zd,O, where PO > 0. Jfd is odd, there exists 
an Eulerian complex with betti sequence p if and only of Ci( - l)‘/$ = 2, and there exists 
a semi-Eulerian complex with betti sequence p regardless qf the value of ,Zi( - l)‘pi. [f 
d is even, there exists an Eulerian or semi-Eulerian complex with hetti sequence p if and 
only if Ci( - l)‘Bi = 0. 
Proof. Let ~=(fiO~~l~ . . . ,Bd-l)E~dkOT with /IO > 0. If d is odd, then by Theorem 
2.5, there exists a Buchsbaum-Eulerian complex f with /I(r) = (1, p, , . . . , fld_ 2, 0). It 
is easy to see that taking the wedge of f with /jd_, copies of S”-’ results in 
a semi-Eulerian complex f’ with /?(f’) = (1, /II,, . . . , ljd- 1). Then the disjoint union of 
f’ with fro - 1 copies of Pd-’ is a semi-Eulerian complex A with betti sequence p, 
since d is odd. If Ci( - 1)‘pi = 2, then A is Eulerian. 
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If d is even, any (d - I)-dimensional semi-Eulerian complex is Eulerian, so it suffices 
to consider the Eulerian case. If x9=,’ ( - l)‘Bi = 0, then we can write /l as the sum of 
nonnegative d-tuples (1, tl, , . . . , rd_ , ) each with alternating sum 0. Each of these is the 
betti sequence of the suspension of an Eulerian complex with betti sequence 
(x, + I,crz, . . . ,c+ , ), which exists by the above paragraph. The disjoint union of 
these suspensions is an Eulerian complex with betti sequence /I. 0 
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